Blood Bank Refrigerator Alarm; Function Verification

Refrigerator: __________________________________________

Location: ______________________________________________

Tech: __________________________________________________

Date: ___________________________________________________

Monthly Function Verification:

1. **High Alarm Check:**
   - **Saline:**
     - Temperature alarm sounds __________
     - Target temperature Slightly < 6
     - Temperature Recorder Chart __________
   - **Saline with Ice:**
     - Temperature alarm sounds __________
     - Target temperature Slightly < 6
     - Temperature Recorder Chart __________
     - Switchboard/Nursing Station response __________

2. **Low Alarm Check:**
   - **Saline with ice:**
     - Temperature alarm sounds __________
     - Target temperature Slightly > 1
     - Temperature Recorder Chart __________
   - **Saline:**
     - Temperature alarm sounds __________
     - Target temperature Slightly > 1
     - Temperature Recorder Chart __________
     - Switchboard/Nursing Station response __________

3. **Power Interruption:**
   - Did alarm sound? __________
   - Switchboard/Nursing Station response __________

**Note:** If any of the function checks fail to fall within the stated tolerance, (i.e. alarm does not sound at the specified time or temperature; recording chart temperature does not agree with what was obtained from the thermometer, or if the switchboard/nursing station fails to respond) inform the Site Supervisor immediately.